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About This Game

You are one of the multitudes of incarnations of the great Horus, and side by side with the pharaohs, you are fighting against the
mighty Seth, who unleashes numerous disasters upon the lands of Ancient Egypt. Win wars and overcome crises, discover new
technologies, worship your gods and conquer neighboring tribes! Are you wise enough to help the ancient kings to unify Lower

and Upper Egypt, build a stable economy and to erect the Great Pyramids?

Based on real history

You will find yourself in Memphis, 3500-2140 years B.C., the time of the first six dynasties of pharaohs. You will unify the
country and create a prosperous kingdom, which later will have to face the havoc of the First Intermediate Period.

Construction of the Great Pyramids

You will lead the construction of pyramids, choose their design and materials. This process requires tremendous investments,
but it is the only way to keep peace and order in the country.

Ancient society simulator

You will not only deal with the problems of farmers and craftsmen but also make important political decisions, which will
define the future of the kingdom. Numerous challenges and events of different scale await you.
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Ancient maps

Discover the world of the Old Kingdom: exploit new lands, send expeditions to different places, and meet different cultures.
Use every opportunity to learn about your surroundings and to expand Egypt's borders.

Differences from Predynastic Egypt

More diversity in the game, varied tasks in the regions, different tactics for playthroughs and unique bonuses from
patron gods.

Egypt: Old Kingdom is longer.

New technologies: 3D engine and skeletal animation.
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Title: Egypt: Old Kingdom
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Clarus Victoria
Publisher:
Clarus Victoria
Release Date: 24 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 64 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024х768, 1 GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese,German,French,Turkish,Italian
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Sort of Uridium C64 revisited. Old school side-scrolling shooter, with a graphics flourish and fairly unforgiving gameplay.. An
old fashioned point and click game with interesting plot twist.

The graphics are dated but this is not the most important aspect in this kind of game.

. The best fps game ever. A great free game, Its a great artstyle, and of course the bomberman gameplay is great and really feels
like a bomberman game. Helpful! Passed first time - computer generated option in volume 1 is exstremely useful.. Absolutely
beautiful little game. It shows us the wonderful creatures that exist on our planet.
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If you have severe amounts of Game Boy nostalgia, and don't mind unresponsive controls, you might be able to have a little bit
of fun with this simplistic platformer, but I can't recommend it otherwise. Definitely not worth buying outside of a bundle..
Probably one of the worst "puzzle" game I have played in a long time.. A mind-blowing puzzle game with an astonishing
soundtrack: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4Sw0lbqV9w. i love this video. Very fun and intuitive game.. DUNKYPUNG is
one tricky game. One of those ones that makes you wanna keep trying again. All you've gotta do is avoid the obstacles that pop
up as you bouce around the play field. It's kinda like a mashing of Pong, Snake and Super Meat Boy. Has the one more go-ness
of Super Hexagon. You control the whole thing by just tapping a button to make Dunkypung bounce. The arc of the jump and
drop is always predictable and all the spikes and buzzsaws appear with a few seconds warning so you've got enough time to
judge your path. This leads to the game being tough as nails but failing never really feels like it was down to bad luck, despite
the randomisation of the obstacles. Well worth giving a try. Don't be put off by how few levels there are. You'll likely be putting
in some hours before you unlock them all.. Such a cool idea for a game that translates perfectly to VR.

The game is extremely intuitive and anyone can pick it up and play. I watched many VR first timers hop right in and fill orders
at a local Dreamhack convention.

Really excited to see how the game develops, and what new features get added.

Even in its current state(very polished), its easily worth the 9.99. Just buy this Bit of Brilliance ... Don't have time to write a long
proper Review. I need to get back to the game ... BUY IT !!!. This is a fun and interesting little game. I like the simplicity of it,
and it isn't overly difficult to play for someone who has worked in Mass Media like myself, and has encountered such
censorship issues in the real world (yes this kind of stuff does happen). For someone who has no clue about censorship or
political agendas this might be daunting or confusing. But I personally think it is fun to tinker with and comical at times. It fills
an interesting little niche which hasn't really been touched in the gaming world yet. Kind of like a turn based strategy game
where your keeping your nation from falling apart, (or causing it to fall apart) but instead of moving troops around on some
map, you are printing articles and deciding how to promote your paper - and that has an impact.

Ordeal of Princess Eris by Asakiyumemishi!:

Hello everyone!

We're excited to announce, Ordeal of Princess Eris by Asakiyumemishi! Princess Eris manages to survive and escape her castle
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after a surprise invasion was launched against her kingdom. In the ensuing chaos, she watches her castle burn and vows to take
back her beloved kingdom.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1015800/Ordeal_of_Princess_Eris/

There's not much time left on Leanna's Slice of Life's launch discount! Take advantage of it and our Acerola Bundle and you
can save even more!

Acerola Bundle: https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/9476/Acerola_Bundle/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1013870/Leannas_Slice_of_Life/

Please check out our other upcoming games!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1040510/Princess_of_Zeven/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1042600/Demon_Queen_Melissa/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1015790/Dark_Hero_Party/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1015770/Tina_Swordswoman_of_the_Scarlet_Prison/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1015710/Holy_Road/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1012030/Detective_Girl_of_the_Steam_City/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1011940/Ideology_in_Friction/

Thank you for all of your support and we hope you'll enjoy our upcoming releases!

________________________________________

Publisher Page: https://store.steampowered.com/developer/Kagura

Group Page: https://steamcommunity.com/groups/kaguragames

Our Game Catalogue: https://store.steampowered.com/developer/Kagura/list/35076

Twitter: https://twitter.com/KaguraGaming

Facebook: http://facebook.com/kaguragames

Discord: https://discordapp.com/invite/8Qsn5en

Website: https://www.kaguragames.com. The Gorge event has ended:
The Gorge and The Gorge Tournament have come to an end.

Thanks to all who participated in The Gorge Tournament! We'll be posting some stats and results and distributing prizes by the
end of tomorrow.

We got a lot of great feedback and hopefully we will be doing more events like this in the future.

Bug Fixes. Dark and Light Patch 3/29:
Greeting Adventurers,
Our next update will be at 1:30 am PST on March 28th.
Remember to keep an eye out for the in-game message for when the
servers will be closing for the update!

● Fixed an issue where Bola de Neutra might be lost when getting transferred to another server.
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● Fixed an issue where the same character can be downloaded for multiple times when trying to restore lost character from
server transfer.

Changes & Balancing

● Added blue variant Albino Deer, who has the slamming ability to help gather Magic Shard with more productivity.
● Increased Albino Deer’s initial Stamina from 200 to 400, and increased 10% more Stamina per level-up point assigned.
● Increased Albino Deer’s initial Weight from 300 to 500, and increased 5% more Weight per level-up point assigned.
● Increased Albino Deer’s initial movement speed from 135 to 155.
● Increased Albino Deer’s capacity to store Magic Shard, which will take up only 70% of its original weight when put inside
Albino Deer’s inventory.
● Enabled Albino Deer to craft Magic-Shard-related items inside its inventory.
● Differentiated Albino Deer’s attacks into LMB attack and RMB attack, where LMB attack had lower damage but could be
carried out when moving, and RMB attack did higher damage.
● Fixed an issue where Albino Deer would have weird turning animation.
● Fixed an issue where mounted Albino Deer was not having the correct movement speed.
● Fixed an issue where mounted Albino Deer could not leap.
● Fixed an issue where mounted Albino Deer slid when moving or attacking.
● Fixed Albino Deer’s animation and added more animation.

Fixes

● Fixed the localization for Snowy Fox.
● Fixed an issue where some movement speed debuff would remain effective on creatures and characters even when timer was
up.
● Fixed an issue where using Resurrection Altar in the vanilla Floating Island would cause character to die.
● Removed event decors in Cities and villages.
● Fixed an issue where Sleeping Bag and Campfire.could not be placed in the Estel village, to ensure consistency with the other
two villages.
● Added Manor structure pieces to Ogre Boss loot.. EAV 016 Release News!:

The Darkest of Days are upon us Mortal.... Lokey plays Co-op!:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRtpCmn_ga8&t=2s

Watch Lokey and Bulltramaxx take on co-op mode in this hilarious video.
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LANGUAGE WARNING: These guys have potty mouths.. October update & Patreon information:

Hi everyone!

Just wanted to pop in and give you an update on our progress and discuss some other things too.

First off, chapter 02 launch went quite well and we haven't had that many bug reports so far. Please let us know if you encounter
any issues! The story text hasn't been edited yet, but if you spot any typos or mistakes, you can also report those.

Currently I'm revising the chapter 03 script and creating a to do list for this month. We're changing our work pipeline in an
effort to finish this chapter faster than the horribly delayed chapter 02. We'll see how it goes and if you're interested in daily
updates, you can always check our twitter.

I'm also trying to figure out which features we'll add in chapter 03. My dream list would be:

- manual save
- full screen mode (remove UI and other screen elements so you can just look at the images)
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- conversation history (create a log where you can read your previous discussions)

It remains to be seen if we can actually deliver all of these improvements in this chapter, but at least some of them will be
included. Please let me know if you have any feature requests and what you would like to see added next.

Finally I'd like to tell you a little about our Patreon. For those of you who aren't familiar with Patreon it's a website that offers
you the chance to become a patron of a project you like - support the project and you get rewards. Our team is small and since
Yakuza Kiss is in an early development stage, we have to work on other projects as well to cover our development costs. For
that reason Patreon is a great tool for us to speed our development and also to connect with our players. Below is some more
information in case you're interested.

Pink Potion Patreon Tiers:

1$: SHATEI: Get access to patron-only feed and exclusive digital content!
- Access to a feed of patron-only content
- Exclusive digital content (wallpapers, images, comics, etc.)
- Connect with other patrons

3$: KYODAI: Learn how to make a visual novel!
- All previous tier content
- Access to visual novel tutorials
- Access to Yakuza Kiss making-of materials
- Six month bonus: If you're a Kyodai for six months, you will get the next Pink Potion game for free

5$: SHATEIGASHIRA: Play new content before it's released to the public!
- All previous tier content!
- Access to the Yakuza Kiss test builds (requires that you already own the game)
- Special mention in the end credits of the next Yakuza Kiss chapter
- Six month bonus: If you're a shateigashira for six months, you will get the next 2 Pink Potion games for free

10$: WAKAGASHIRA: Get a Yakuza Kiss Steam Key!
- All previous tier content
- Get a Yakuza Kiss Steam key (1 x key/month)
- Special mention in the end credits of the next Yakuza Kiss chapter
- Six month bonus: If you're a wakagashira for six months, you will get the next 3 Pink Potion games for free

[Please note that the Wakagashira tier price might change since it's linked to the current Steam store price!]

20$: KUMICHO: Become a Yakuza Kiss lover!
- All previous tier content
- Get your name permanently added to the "Yakuza Kiss Lovers" section of the game end credits
- Six month bonus: If you're a Kumicho for six months, you will get the next 3 Pink Potion games for free & you get to be a side
character in Yakuza Kiss (you also get the Live2D character file)

I will keep you posted on our progress here on the Steam forums, but for daily updates it's best to check our twitter!

<3: Yume & Pink Potion Team

You can reach us here on the forums or check out our pages on social media:

twitter: https://twitter.com/PinkPotionGames
patreon: https://www.patreon.com/PinkPotion
website: http://www.pinkpotiongames.com
email: info(at)pinkpotiongames.com
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